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By JOE MCCART HY

Newly launched online marketplace Worthy aims to provide luxury consumers with a
secure and reliable platform to sell jewelry, diamonds and watches for top prices.

Unlike other marketplaces, Worthy claims it has a rigorous vetting system in place to
prevent shams and listings from receiving shabby offers. The spike in services
specializing in pre-owned luxury products may indicate a looming shift in consumer
preferences, although sales of luxury goods are still rising.

"The key differences between Worthy and other online marketplaces such as eBay or
Ibid," said Benny De-Kalo, cofounder/CEO of Worthy, New York, "is that only Worthy
authenticates the items before they are placed up for auction, has a network of qualified
buyers already screened who bid on the these items, guarantees that it will approach
buyers with interest in such items, and if there is buyer interest, there is a guarantee that as
long there is even a single bid, it is  binding, and it only takes one to two days to sell an
item on Worthy, where with eBay, it could take forever.

"There are no other online marketplaces - eBay, iBid or others in the luxury goods sector –
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that provide these services or guarantees," he said.

Worthwhile

Worthy aims to tap into the burgeoning market for pre-owned luxury goods, specifically
jewelry and watches.

According to the company, the market for pre-owned or recycled diamonds may be as
high as $3.5 billion.

The overall luxury market climbs into the hundreds of billions.

Traditionally, luxury consumers had to locate an auction house and go through the
sometimes onerous process of getting their items to market, with unpredictable results.

Screenshot of real-time bidding map on Worthy.com

Through Worthy consumers can list a product and get the ball rolling almost immediately.
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First, prospective sellers submit a description and image of the valuable they wish to sell.
Worthy provides an initial market value estimate based on this description, similar item
transactions and the opinions of expert buyers.

Next, sellers ship the item out to Worthy's Texas facility using a pre-paid and fully insured
FedEx-overnight shipping label.

"Worthy has its own in-house state-of-the-art labs and appraisers who examine all items
physically before they are put up for auction or sale," Mr. De-Kalo said.

"Then, if the seller wants to proceed, they send the item to Worthy where it is  physically
inspected by their appraisers and a final valuation is determined.

"In this last phase, Worthy conducts extensive examination of the item, authenticating and
describing it visually and textually so that buyers will know exactly what they will get
exactly, with no surprises."

Another distinguishing aspect of Worthy is the quality of buyers that it attracts, driven and
knowledgeable as the buyers who would be found at an auction house.

If a listed product does not sell, then there is no fee. For items that do sell, Worthy charges
sellers between 5 and 20 percent of sale prices and buyers 2.5 to 10 percent.

Comfortable setting

The company's Web site follows the popular format of large images, scroll-friendly pages
and simple instructions.
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Consumers can browse sections such as "How it Works," "Accepted Items," "About Us,"
"Sell," "Appraisal" and "Buyers."

Worthy currently accepts earrings, loose diamonds, rings, watches, precious metals,
loose gemstones, necklaces, bracelets and, in the near future, bags.
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"To date, we have had an overwhelming positive response from consumers," Mr. De-Kalo
said. "Once they get comfortable with sending us their luxury item, they have been very
pleased with the results.

"Consumers have been particularly impressed with the speed in which the process takes –
only 24 hours to sell an item once Worthy receives it, and the prices that consumers have
received for their items, in some cases, five to 10 times what they were offered at a local
jewelry store and much more than a pawnshop would offer.

"Worthy has already seen big sales taking place in the marketplace, including one for
$31,200 for a diamond ring."

Final take
Joe McCarthy, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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